e-fix Mobility App.

Control at the touch
of a screen!

The smart assistant on the go
Did you know there’s a quick way to check the remaining capacity
of your e-fix battery pack* and see what distance you can still cover? Simply launch the Mobility App on your smartphone and find
all the information you need. The Mobility App also comes with
useful everyday tips for your e-fix.

The App at a glance:
Guide:
e-pilot

The e-fixe-fix
Mobility App:
available in the Google
Play Store and App Store.

e-motion

- Quickstart guide
- Error information with suggested solutions
- Worldwide specialist dealer search
Cockpit:
- Remaining capacity and range display
- Tour computer
- Route recording
You can benefit from extra features on the e-fix app, including
convenient remote control and a speed boost from 6 km/h to
8 km/h, with the Mobility Plus package.

Free download

* Requires a Bluetooth-enabled control unit (look for the Bluetooth symbol
top left of the e-fix display).
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An overview of the extra features

Speed.

easyNavi.

- Increases the maximum speed from 6 km/h to 8 km/h

- Simple start/destination navigation with dynamic

- New dynamic experience with the e-fix
(Country-specific road traffic legislation should be observed)

route guidance for wheelchairs
- The first navigation system integrated in an electric
wheelchair
- Route import (GPX)

Remote.

Phone.

- Smartphone-based remote control of unoccupied wheelchair

- Notification of incoming calls or text messages

- Can be controlled using integrated inclination sensor

appears on display

(by tilting smartphone slightly) or virtual joystick
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e-fix Mobility Plus Package.

Functions of the
Mobility Plus Package
You’ve got a special date in town with friends or family – but where’s the café
everyone is meeting up at? With easyNavi, finding your destination is
simple. The easy-to-use navigation system will guide you to your destination via a

Speed: Increases maximum
speed from 6 km/h to 8 km/h

wheechair-friendly route, so you can relax and enjoy your day. If the route allows
it, you can travel at a speedy 8 km/h*. And to make sure you don’t miss anything,
notifications of incoming calls and messages are displayed on the e-fix control
unit.
The Mobility Plus package contains a booklet with operating instructions and
a license code to activate the extra features. For this, a smartphone with internet
access is required.

The Mobility Plus Package is available from an
authorised Invacare/Alber retailer.

* With Mobility Plus package. Observe the laws and regulations applicable in the country
of use. Where road traffic licensing regulations apply, the speed must not exceed 6 km/h,
the 8 km/h assistance speed is only permitted in private areas.
**Please note, the iPhone app does not display incoming calls or SMS messages.

Available from your dealer

easyNavi: Wheelchair-friendly
navigation system

Remote: Remote controlling
of the e-fix

**Phone: Control unit displays
incoming call or text notification

Available on both
Android and iOS

